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Gift-Giving 

 
 
Tunisian Arabic transcript: 

 
 � ،�' *B#ر ب(ش *7�ي A@/ش اه< ا%#ار ب(%;! $:، وا8# *7�ي أ%ان4 23ازي ... ه/ .,- *$,'. ه#*( )' ا%$ # آ! �

�ا%$ # ا% MG� IJD - ( KLCD . *7�ي A@/ش، *2Hازو اه< ا%#ار و *GH#ق D,- و هE*4 ه' *$,' C( )D(ش ه#*( و
 ،4% N@O )C ر آ)MG%ل ا :Q)8 -3�C% ي#R* ا%2وج � !L% TTT ان- ل )Cب � MG%ا%$ # ا '( K*#UHVD �Jاآ TTT ل Wر ه)Mص

*#Q ة/Vآ ،� MG@% :!RC%ا ';$*� MG% ن/L3 ة# . [TTT �اH8 )D[ ه/ هEا D( *$,\ ان- %L!(ر D( *7�وش آV/ة Q#*#ة و
-H,!% ي#R* /!%ا TTT او -HQي %2و#R* ا%2وج :*�JL% .�  . ا%$ # ا%MG � ) - ه#*(، ا%$ # آ! � 

  
 
English Transcript: 

 
No, no gifts in the big Eid. What we do is that, to fulfill the needs of the people of the 
house, whoever is able to buy a ram—they buy it. They provide enough for people in the 
house and they give some for charity. This is all; there are no gifts or… It may be 
possible in the small Eid— For instance, the husband can give his wife something, and 
the children, as I told you, are the ones benefiting the most from the small Eid because 
the elders give money to the young and new clothes are for the younger ones. This 
doesn’t mean that the elders don’t buy new clothes or… For the most part, the husband 
gives a gift to his wife or the father, gifts for his daughter. People give gifts on the small 
Eid, but not the big Eid.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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